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To 

Mrs. Lucie Gosselin 

07.03.2022 

 

 

Dear Mrs. Gosselin, 

 

we welcome you back to Hallwang Clinic and to our beautiful Black Forest and are looking forward to 

assisting you in every way to make your stay as pleasant and memorable as possible. 

 

As you are aware from your first visit to our clinic, our personalized medical treatment offer and cost 

estimate can vary depending on individual clinical developments. Having access to extra funds in case 

your stay or treatment time need to be extended is highly recommended in order to ensure ongoing 

treatment without any delays due to administrative procedures to verify if sufficient funds are present. 

 

Rules and practices at the clinic may be updated and vary from your previous experience. Please ask if 

you have any concerns or specific questions regarding costs and protocols. 

 

Since your health and safety is our priority, our senior consultant will decide depending on your fitness 

and health status if outpatient accommodation at our Hallwang Clinic apartments is possible.  

 

Please remember that we do not have contracts with statutory or private health insurance companies and 

that you need to settle all outstanding accounts directly with Hallwang Clinic before your departure. 

 

As we are a small, specialist private hospital with limited patient accommodation, it is essential that we 

confirm your attendance as soon as possible by receiving a 100% deposit based on the cost of your 

treatment offer. We accept credit cards: There are no fees for Visa, Master card and Amex. For any other 

credit card, we have to charge a 2% disagio fee. 

 

Please note: Cost estimates are based on individual patient´s requirements, and are subject to change. 

The information contained in the cost estimate is strictly confidential and unauthorized reproduction or 

distribution of cost estimates is strictly prohibited. 

 

Please contact us by email or phone should you have any further questions. 

 

We all look forward to seeing you again at the clinic. 

 

Very best regards, 

 
Cornelia Harter 

HALLWANG CLINIC  
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Due to the short stay we request an advance deposit of 100% of the treatment offer prior to your 

treatment. 

 

 

 

 

TREATMENT OFFER 

Number Unit

of units price Subtotal Total

Outpatient

- Daily rate outpatient 1,00 610,00 610,00

- Day room during treatment 1,00 165,00 165,00 775,00 EUR

  

Immunotherapies / Targeted Therapies  

- Anti-CTLA-4 - Strategy 1,00 5.500,00 5.500,00

- THX │ MP-Strategy - I 1,00 4.750,00 4.750,00

- THX │ MP-Strategy - II  1,00 4.750,00 4.750,00

- Adjuvant (as part of the THX │ MP-Strategy) 1,00 265,00 265,00

- GM-CSF 1,00 505,00 505,00 15.770,00 EUR

Laboratory testing  

- SARS-COV-2 rapid test 1,00 50,00 50,00

additional unit required in case of accompanying person

- Tumor markers 1,00 125,00 125,00

- Clinical blood analysis on admission day 1,00 440,00 440,00

- Blood work clinical analysis 1,00 130,00 130,00 745,00 EUR

Transportation arranged by the clinic  

- Stuttgart Airport - pick up 230,00

- Frankfurt Airport - pick up  520,00

- Waiting time per hour 30,00

Subtotal  17.290,00 EUR

German legal VAT (19%)   3.285,10 EUR

Total  20.575,10 EUR

Current credit on account  785,14 EUR

Total  19.789,96 EUR

EUR
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